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About This Game

Bunnyrama is an unique and challenging puzzle adventure game where your goal is to lead the old man through the magical
forest full of huge bunnies. Each level is a labyrinth with different puzzles, and only one exit. Bunnies will help you, carry and

stack them properly, use their unique features to build your way to the portal, and help the old man find his way home.

Puzzle mechanics is easy to get, but complexity growing as more elements added in each level. There are different types of
bunnies, platforms, portals, elevators, buttons, doors and etc. After the first episode it will be a real challenge for your brain!
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THE STORY

Ok... Anyone curious about the Bunnyrama story? Strange… but who we are to judge you? So please, make yourselves
comfortable, and I will begin...

A long time ago and far far away (well... maybe not so long and not so far, but humor me, it sounds much more dramatic this
way). In his small wooden house, lived an old man. His name is not important because even he didn't remember it.

His house was deep in the forest, and he loved nature and animals. Sadly when he tried to sing to them, those ungrateful
creatures scattered in all directions and attempted to gnaw off their own ears (he was not a beautiful princess with the voice of a

songbird). But the old man was a very amiable person, so he didn’t care and tried to help every little creature in the forest.
Especially he loved hares and rabbits, because they are so cute (aren’t they?..).

One very rainy day, a flood came to the forest. All the poor little creatures were trapped on a small island. Even though he was
drunk, (well what would you do if you’d lived alone in the forest?) our old man jumped onto his raft...

No one knows what happened next. Did he really see the white rabbit? or it was a result of his new recipe?… But here the true
story begins…
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Title: Bunnyrama
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Starwind Games
Publisher:
Starwind Games
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista and later

Processor: Intel Celeron or AMD Athlon II X2/A-series

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel Graphics 3000 or later, any NVidia/AMD card

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: Built-in sound card

English,Russian,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Polish,Czech,Japanese,Korean
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bunnyrama free steam key. bunnyrama game. bunnyrama steam

A simple drawing tool, it's just like MS paint but it's on steam.
. Nusakana is really a great game. In fact it's one of my favourite games on steam.
It was a very fun and relaxing experience for me. I felt like I was having a vacation on Nusakana Island, too. What makes this
game special is the general feeling it provides. I liked this island flair very much. Plus the fact you can date 20 different girls
while solving the islands mystery. It comes with unique art work and a great soundtrack, too.

I also recommend this game because the developer is still doing updates and really cares about their game. So if you like
oldschool rpgs buy it, and support a good developer. They deserve it, really.. Buy Steam | Leave EGS
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...\\.................(.................................)..................\/. This was a sweet, sweet experience and a more intricate\/expansive one than
I've expected honestly. While this VN might not be a long one by Japanese standards, it took me full two evening to complete it
and I was pleasantly surprised by the story variation and the quality of content it offered.

I will maybe start by addressing a few obvious concerns. First, the game indeed features a childish crush between two very
young girls, but never crosses the line into uncomfortable territories - everything that happens between them is really cute and
innocent and the romantic ending offers an epilogue set a decade later, with some very, very mild "sexual content" (also known
as a kissing CG). There's really no reason to freak out.

Second, while the aesthetic might be diabetes-inducing, it's a well-written and compelling little story (although obviously
comedic and at times pretty absurd because of that), that should be satisfying for even more demanding, mature readers, if
they're not allergic to cute things. It has a completely different tone than most of Ebi-Hime's work, but it's still very well done,

Third, it's pretty serious about its main theme of sweets and food, but doesn't go overboard - it didn't bore me with long scenes
of preparing meals and "foodgasms" like some anime series did in the past.

All this combines with fun characters and gorgeous art really made it a satisfying, relaxing experience for me. There are things
that could be criticized - like Rie being a bit too mature and smart for a second-grader, some grammar mistakes and minor
errors or the somewhat forgettable music. In the end, though, it's one of the best short, casual VNs I've read to date and I can
wholeheartedly recommend it to anyone who doesn\u2019t hate yuri or comedic slice-of-life stories.

------------------------

PS If you're interested in more quality western VNs, check out my curator page.. I love this game, of course the gameplay is
very familiar now but the overall style is quite unique with incredible boss designs.
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Being an MTG Player I will say that this game concept is absolutely amazing. Unfortunately, this is merely a demo at this point.

Pros:
* Interface is well done, very intuitive gameplay.
* Animations are well done, quick, and to the point; which is good considering youll be seeing a lot of the same animations over
and over.
* Graphics are good and the game runs great on my mid-end VR PC.
* Gameplay is fun and engaging.
* This could easily end up being a very popular game when VR really starts to take off if they do a good job with it.

Cons:
* Inability (or no formal directions on how) to allow your creatures to block when your hero is targetted. This system is too easy
to manipulate and just bombard the enemy with attacks and spells to win easily anytime. I particularly like the MTG blocking
system over Hearthstone taunting system, and I feel like the devs should mimic the MTG blocking system because people who
want to play hearthstone will just play that if they like that system better anyways. Or come up with a new system, but either
way there needs to be a system in place or it throws all strategy out the window and leaves the game with much to be desired.

* It is basically a demo at the current time. All you can do is play against an AI that is not very intelligent at all. Needs more
content (which I am sure they are working on) I will update this review as I look into the game in the future.

* Couldn't figure out how to fire arrows with the card that gives 3 arrows in game. Needs better direction on how.

Regardless of the cons, I am impressed and excited for this game. Truly hoping it becomes something great. The devs should
focus the most on card array, deck building, and AI\/Blocking system at the moment and get those solidified before even
attempting to work on multiplayer, since there isnt a huge VR community at the current time.

********2018 UPDATE***********
I changed my review to negative because the dev has apparently given up on the title. There has not been an update since March
2017. Shame, this game had massive potential.. was ok but they have dropped it again to bring out another game. disapointing.
Everything a visual novel should be; the writing is beautiful, the translation is on point, the art is lovely and the music is fitting.
The story is strange, sad and a little eerie, with some speculative fiction elements. It's pretty short, around 2 - 4 hours depending
on reading speed, but for this type of story the length is perfect.
I really liked the parallel chapter structure. The game is a kinetic visual novel, so no choices, but the structure allows the reader
to pick which side of the story they hear first. Depending on which you choose, you'll get a slightly different experience.

Not sure about the price, I've seen much longer visual novels for half the price. This is a high-quality visual novel though. If
you're a fan of this creator's work, it's worth it.. A VERY GOOD TOPDOWN SHOOTER. This is a great game! Got through
the whole game in 10h on record.

I will do some pros and cons for the game

PROS
-Graphics are great for a game from 2007
-The campaign is a long one but it never gets dull or repetitive
-I had encountered only 1 bug which isn't game-breaking one, it's a graphical glitch. So that's good
-Cutscenes are great
-A couple of weapon customisation choices
-A lot of vehicles
-Enemy variety in models, weapons which they use, good AI
-Small community but it's alive
-There are 26 servers with a small playerbase, but hey - it's working!

CONS
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-Multiplayer is broken but you can fix it here: http://www.crysis1.com/viewpage.php?page_id=19 , 100% works, tried it myself

I recommend this game. I rate it 8/10 would kick alien butt again!. pros: art style, blitz system
cons: enfuriatingly-unresponsive tank controls. this game is rly frustrating to play because u cant see the projectiles from
enemies at the beginig. They are small and they blend with the background so it makes the game imposible in mine opinion
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